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Intro
Interesting Paper! Timely, Euro Crisis.
Question: RER adjusts to shocks under fixed exchange rate?
Theory: real exchange rate depreciates.
Empirics: challenging identification with aggregate data.

This paper:
exogenous variation in a shock at the MSA level.
Main result: no adjustment in goods; negative for services.
No adjustment in nominal wages.
Puzzling: standard theory predicts, findings in other papers.

Discussion: 1) Alternative findings. 2) Why no adjustment: Data?
Specification? 3) Services, Wages. 4) Final thoughts. Not today:
general points made to this approach [is this a supply shock,
exposure to construction, etc]
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Main Result: Prices
No Adjustment in Goods, Adjustment surprising sign in Services

No adjustment in the Price of goods, BEA Data 2008-2011.
Corroborated with the BLS data and long series. Negative for services!
So: whats going on? Do we have a puzzle?
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Puzzling: Alternative Findings
Stroebel and Vavra (2016)

Question: do prices (and markups) respond to a demand shock?
Identification: HP*Saiz + % home owners
ˆ l + θXl + l
∆plRetail = α + β∆hp
Main Result: elasticity of retail prices 15-20%.
Explanation: Markups or Marginal Costs? Markups.
Why different results? Retail prices, price index, long differences,
instrument [10 Y Treasury vs. Agg HP], zip code vs MSA.
Zoom into Prices. BLS Price Parities is the right data?
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Data? BEA Price Parities
How Regional Price Parities Are Constructed? Bias? Enough variation?
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Bias? Which are these weights? Imputation? Aten (2006):
“...designed for...”
Enough variation? Coibion Gorodnichenko Hee Hong (2014).
Posted vs Effective Prices. Aten (2016), “5 year rolling window”.
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bundles. Can account for substitution. Traded prices. But: only
retail prices. Beraja et al (2016) global index.
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Specification?
Testable Implication and Empirical Specification

Relative NKPC at location l:
h

¯ l,t + µ̄l,t
T̂l,t = ν T̂l,t−1 + κ MC

i

= ν T̂l,t−1 + κ [φl,0 + φl,1 st−1 + φl,2 l,t ]
Testable implication:
T̂l,t = ν T̂l,t−1 + φl,0 + κφ2 δ1 hpl,t + ηt

Specification for the main results:
ˆ l,t + θXl,t + l,t
ln Pl,t = αl + γt + β hp
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Elasticity of Services

Services become more expensive in places that are hit harder! Why this
could be the case? 1) During bad times, some of these services are more
demanded [bankruptcy lawyer]. 2) Increasing returns [tourism, Faber
Gaubert 2016]. 3) Migration: low productivity guys staying [ex:
hospitals].
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Why different? 1) Construct wages at state level.
ln witk = γt + Γt Xit + ηitk
wtk = Mean (e ηitk +γt )
2)..focus on state level (vs MSA); data American Community
Survey (vs Payroll data from Census County Business Patterns).
Whats the right measure for compensation? And unit of analysis?
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